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Prague, December 20, 2013

To Whom lt May Concern,

RE: Reference for Emma Dikvova

Emma Dikyova was employed in IMPACT-CORTI a.s. from 18.7.2011 - 31.12.2013.

Until 18.3.2013 when IMPACT- CORTI was acquired by CBRE Emma held the position of ,,Head of
Marketinq" and was leading a team of 5 employees plus several freelancers. Emma was responsible
for all aspects of Marketing and Communications of the Group (IMPACT-CORTI, IMPACT
engineering, IMPACT BRNO, IMPACT Bratislava, IMPACT Tax Consulting, IMPACT lnvestments) and
for all our Clients's projects on behalf of international Clients such as HAMPSHIRE, PRAMERICA
(Prudential Group), DEKA (Deutsche Sparkassen) and Real lnvest (Bank Austria). Emma was
reporting directly to me.

After the Acquisition Emma took over the position of ,,Head of Corporate Marketinq" for the whole
CBRE Group in the Czech Republic and was then with her team fully focussing on Corporate
Marketing. Emma was supervising graphic designers, multimedia designers and PR & Communication
specialists.

Emma's masterpiece definitely was the complete PR & Communication management of the
Acquisition of IMPACT- CORTI by CBRE where the largest Real Estate Service Company of Czech
Republic was created. During these very intensive times before and after the acquisition, Emma has
proven that she is able to deliver excellent results under time pressure being able to handle extremely
complex challenges. lt was a real pleasure to work very closely with Emma during this demanding
project.

Emma always did an excellent job. Her talent, creativity, organisation & communication skills and her
energy impressed me every day.
Emma can lead people and she is a team player. lt is a pleasure to work together with Emma.

I personally regret very much that Emma decided to leave our company. I wish her the best for her
future and I only can give her my best recommendations and highly recommend her to any employer.
For further information, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Best regards,
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Chairman of the BbEId--
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Attachment: List of Activities Emma Dikyova

AREAS OF MANAGEMENT

- Brand management
- Visual design concept, production and support
- Webdesign & Digital Marketing, SocialMedia, SEO
- Marketing & Design Project Management
- PR & Communications
- Event management

CLIENTS

- Hampshire
- Real lnvest (Bank Austria)
- Pramerica(Prudential)
- DEKA (Deutsche Sparkassen)

IMPACT-CORTI

- Complete management of Expo Real 2011 Munich (from technical preparation and administration
through to project management, design and presentation on site)

- Marketing campaign for Arbesova Residence
- Trade,,Bydleni" Prague 2012 (from technical preparation and administration through to project

management, design and presentation on site)
- Visual presentation material and campaign for Green Point
- Websites for Pramerica (6 websites)- art direction
- Residence Drtinova 22-visual identity
- Element Office Center - complete visual identity, marketing collateral and web
- Atrium Stard Celnice Event - complete project management of the event including design art

direction of all marketing collateral (visualisations, promotional items, presentation collateral and

catering etc.)

CBRE

- Communications / PR of Acquisition of l-C
- Post acquisition / Rebranding of l-C
- New campaign art direction
- Communications / PR of Merger CBRE and IMPACT-CORTI supervision


